
Report from IWF UK Members 

Chicago is a city of invention and ingenuity and a most worthy host for the 2016 IWF World 
Leadership Conference & Gala Crossroads of Change. 

More than 850 women leaders from 37 nations participated in the conference including ten 
members from IWF UK.  I was delighted to attend with Karla Dorsch, Julia Evans, Rosalind 
Kainyah MBE, Anne Minto OBE, Cynthia Pine CBE, Kathryn Pretzel-Shiels, Marty Rolle, 
Sandy Stash, and Lesley Webber OBE. 

The Conference opened with the Global Leaders Dinner, organised for members of the IWF Board of 
Directors, the Leadership Foundation Board of Directors, the Presidents’ Council and the 2016 - 2017 Fellows 
Class. It was a lively evening, providing an opportunity for everyone to meet and get to know one another in 
a relaxed setting. 

The Presidents’ Council Meeting devoted substantial time for updates and exchange of 
views from the Presidents of the member forums.   We received briefings on IWF’s 
Communications Strategy, the Leadership Foundation’s Fellows Programme and had a 
general discussion and sharing of Best Practice adopted by the local forums. 

IWF President Teresa Weintraub introduced IWF’s new CEO, Stephanie O’Keefe 
pictured on the right with Janet Ang, President, IWF Singapore.  

It was wonderful to meet and exchange views with the Fellows Class 2016 -17 including 
our very own Jo Rance, Director, Farrow & Ball Ltd and UK Fellow, pictured on the left at 
the gala dinner.  

As well as the stimulating and thought provoking sessions, there was plenty of time for 
networking, sharing views, cultural activities and especially the intimate conversations at 
the various Dine-Arounds, always a favourite and this year was no exception as I was 
treated to a fabulous evening at the home of Michelle Smead, Gala Co-Chair.  

Warmest thanks to our Conference Co-chairs Ana Dutra and Lisa McClung and the entire Host Committee of 
IWF Chicago for organising and delivering a most memorable conference in the fabulous city of Chicago.    

Julie Goldstein, IWF UK Chair 
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This was my first IWF World Conference and my first IWF meeting outside 
the UK since joining the Board this year. 

After the Opening Reception at the Art Institute of Chicago, a wonderful 
setting and exceptional collection of Impressionist paintings IWF UK and 
Ireland members dined together. 

There were some outstanding lectures and these are available for all members on the IWF 
website.  I’d draw your attention to the lecture on Mindfulness by Ellen Langer, Harvard 
Professor of Psychology, the session on the Economy of tomorrow and the story of EMVISA in 
Rwanda, a cash society now moving to mobile technology for banking, skipping our interim 
technology of plastic cards; which links into the other keynote lecture to check out, given by 
Edie Weiner considering disruptive and immersive technologies.  

Before I went to the IWF World Conference, everyone had said that Dine Around was one of the best parts.  I 
found that to be true, I had a wonderful evening with a gracious hostess in a very modern apartment with floor-
to-ceiling windows overlooking Lake Michigan.  The company was highly memorable with amazing women.  
We took turns to introduce ourselves and we started opposite me so I was the last one.  I was worried that we'd 
covered all bases and what would I say.  The person before me was a Rabbi and Cantor in the Jewish faith - 
fascinating work and life.  I need not have worried - we were all unique with engaging personal histories.   

Our final evening at the Conference was the Gala Dinner and celebrated International Women of Achievement, 
an inspiration and a loud round of applause to our own Susan Vinnicombe CBE. 

We met the team who will be hosting us at the 

next World Conference in October 2017 which 
will be in Houston,Texas.  Gracie, our IWF 
Houston host brought a little piece of Texas to 
Chicago in her fabulous Texan cowboy boots!   
Cynthia Pine CBE

A whirlwind in the windy city: 

I had high expectations for the Chicago conference and it did not 
disappoint.  With only 5 months tenure as a member of IWF UK in 2015, I 
relished the opportunity to attend the Leadership Conference in Boston, 
and was amazed with what I learned from session panelists.  This year, 

it was a delight to see those familiar IWF members from far and wide that I had met 
12 months ago, and shared a common experience and interest, supporting  the 
growth and development of women in  a rapidly changing world,  I realised then, 
one of the true values of attending the conference and being a member of IWF - is 
not simply the knowledge gained and sharing of information, it was the wonderful 
relationships developed and working towards a common interest. 

The highlights for me this year were, the opening presentation from Edie Weiner, President & CEO of Future 
Hunters.  Strap in everyone…we are in for an incredible ride.  She shared with us compelling insights of what 
the future can hold and assured us, ’we need to provide dignity and purpose to all people, everywhere, or we 
will undermine any positive future we can image.’   

I also adored the intimate Dine Around for 9 people at the beautiful 
home of Leslie Hindman - predominant auctioneer.  Having time to get 
to know one another and share an enriching conversation with women 
from around the groups was priceless. 
I look forward to attending future conferences in Sweden and Houston 
next year and seeing my growing network of IWF friends.    I can’t 
imagine missing a conference having experienced the wealth of these 
two.   Kathryn Pretzel-Shiels 



This was my sixth IWF International Conference and IWF Chicago did a brilliant job in hosting this 
year's event and ensuring that the agenda was action packed with topical and current subjects to 
wet the appetite of all IWF delegates.  That is the key to the continuing success of these 
conferences that the speakers are drawn from a wide spectrum of backgrounds, nationalities and 
interest groups.  The Crossroads of Change Agenda saw us debating and discussing media 

disrupters, cyberspace challenges, terrorist concerns to the positivity of change in our daily work and personal 
environments that is actually benefitting us.   

The chance to meet women from around the globe and meet up with old 
friends is part of the conference that excites me the most.  The highlight of 
the gala dinner (which was as ever a very glamorous evening and as we 
know from previous occasions you can never be overdressed!) was the 
annual award for Women of Achievement recognising amongst others our 
own Professor Sue Vinnicombe CBE - a very proud moment for all of us 
and a very loud cheer from our table which should have been heard  back 
in London.   Anne Minto OBE

The IWF conferences are impressive for many reasons not least that the quality of speakers is usually 
first rate and rarely disappoint.  That was certainly the case in Chicago with the theme of change and 
the demand for organisations and individuals to be ready and able to change to enable their survival. 

Julie Sweet (IWF member) of Accenture pursued the theme of the curious intellectual 
being the requirement for top leaders who must have the ability to make confident 

decisions and set direction in the face of change.  The demand for flexibility and open mindedness 
was further developed by futurologist Edie Weiner who in 90 minutes redrew boundaries, changed 
the known world and demanded we all loosen up and start thinking way way outside the 
boundaries of what we do and how we do it, if we are to survive not only in business but also 
societally.  It’s not so much change but the speed of change which is a huge challenge.  The 
challenge being to inspire and carry forward those who may feel that they are left behind and the 
change which is so positive for many must in itself not create another underclass.  Quite a challenge! 

As well as having brains stretched there was also the warm welcome from 
the IWF Chicago chapter who entertained guests at locations around the 
city including dinner in (well not actually in) the Shedd Aquarium.  And yes 
fish was on the menu!   Julia Evans 

Some of the highlights of this year's IWF conference in Chicago for me were: 

• Edie Weiner's mind-blowing session on "future hunting" and the impact of disruptive 
technologies.  Among her astonishing insights were the 72 hours per week spent on a 
smart phone by the average user; scalable 4D printing, the impending demise of 
language in favour of conceptualisation and augmented reality, and the impact of 

driverless vehicles - on lorry drivers and uber for a start.  Mind you, one of the new French chapter 
remarked to me that the last of these wouldn't get far in her country because 
French lorry drivers would simply blockade the roads to keep their jobs and the 
taxi drivers would see off uber as well! 

• The inspirational women fighting for our rights in the very different environments 
of the political system. 

•  Meeting Debi Coleman at a Dine-Around who was part of the original Steve Jobs/Macintosh team and who 
spoke dizzyingly of what that was really like.  For film buffs she also said that everyone in the recent film (and 
especially Kate Winslet) was exactly like the person they portrayed except for Michael Fassbender as Steve 
Jobs himself (though she did also say that Ashton Kutcher was perfectly cast as him in an earlier film).   
Lesley Webber OBE 


